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ABSTRACT- This research presents the survey of the one of the most recent and broadly applicable approach of Data mining 
that is support vector machine. In this research, a hybrid cum combined model approach for runoff forecasting with the help of 
the technique of chaotic identification, least square support vector machine and wavelet analysis have been considered for 
rainfall-runoff prediction and accuracy of this new approach evaluated through the statistics of root mean square error (RMSE), 
mean absolute error (MAE), and correlation (R). 

Index Terms-Support Vector machine, Least square support vector machine, chaotic identification, Wavelet analysis, 
Regression analysis, combined model. 
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
Various forecasting model and methods for prediction were 
developed in hydrological Science and research community.  Data 
mining refers to extracting or mining knowledge from large 
amounts of data. These large and vast amounts of data may be of 
linear, nonlinear, time series or continuity based. Time series is an 
important type data objects as well as it can be easily obtained 
from scientific and financial applications. Time series data mining 
is dedicated to the development and application of novel 
computational techniques and patterns for the analysis of large 
temporal databases. Many interesting techniques of time series 
data mining are proposed and shown to be useful in many 
applications. . Support vector machine in one of the technique of 
machine learning along with data mining. Support vector machine 
is a simple and novel machine learning algorithm which is based 
onstatistical learning theory and later it advanced by V.N.Vapnik 
using theory of the VapnikChervonenkis(VC) dimension and 
Structural Risk Minimization. Data driven model based 
onstructural risk minimization principalwhich minimizes a bound 
on a generalized error for nonlinear data as opposed to the 
empirical risk minimization principal exploited by conventional 
Regression technique [1].Researchers are engage in finding valid 
outcome in the form of pattern, trend, forecast on the basis of 
advanced support vector machine technique.  
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The Suykens and Vanderwalls [41] proposed the least square 
support vector machine (LSSVM) model to simplify the SVM. 
LSSVM and SVM have almost similar advantages but the 
LSSVM has an additional advantage, e.g. it needs to solve only a 
linear system of equation which is much easier to solve and 
predict results [40]. Along with LSSVM, wavelet theory has been 
introduced in the field of hydrology. It has been identified as a 
useful tool for describing both rainfall and runoff time series.  

1.1 MOTIVATION 
The main purpose of this survey paper is to propose a new 
performance metric in the field of hydrology using above 
mentioned data mining technique. This survey builds on existing 
works significantly expanding the discussion in several directions. 
This survey paper can become the starting point for anyone trying 
to understand, evaluate, deploy or create prediction analysis. 

1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER 
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents a 
variety of prediction approaches. Section 3 describes the proposed 
approach and section 4 describes evaluation and performance 
analysis for application of prediction analysis using Support 
Vector machine. In section 5, we discuss research issues and 
challenges. Opportunities for future research and concluding 
remarks are presented in Section 6. 

2   APPROACHES OF SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES 
IN HYDROLOGICAL PREDICTION 

2.1 Support Vector Machines Based 
Approaches 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) was first heard in 1992, 
introduced by Boser, Guyon, and Vapnik in COLT-92. 
Support vector machines (SVMs) are a set of related 
supervised learning methods used for classification and 
regression [1]. They belong to a family of generalized 
linear classifiers. In another terms, Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) is a classification and regression 
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prediction tool that uses machine learning theory to 
maximize predictive accuracy while automatically 
avoiding over-fit to the data. Support Vector machines 
can be defined as systems which use hypothesis space of 
a linear functions in a high dimensional feature space, 
trained with a learning algorithm from optimization 
theory that implements a learning bias derived from 
statistical learning theory. 

There is vast mining tools are available for data analysis, 
clustering, regression and pattern discovery. One of the 
tool is Support vector machine so a guide for users for 
the better understand ability of Support Vector Machines 
as a widely used classifier and describe the effect of the 
SVM parameters on the resulting classifier, how to select 
good values for those parameters, data normalization, 
factors that affect training time, and software for training 
SVMs.  Author provides the user with a basic 
understanding of the theory behind SVMs and focus on 
their use in practice.[1] 

The exploration using SVM models, which were initially 
developed in the Machine Learning community, has 
recently been shifted in hydrological prediction, with the 
focus on the identification of a suitable model structure 
and its relevant parameters for rainfall runoff modelling. 
This paper found that exhaustive search of an optimum 
model structure and its parameter space is prohibitive 
due to their sheer size and unknown characteristics. The 
paper further explored the relationships among various 
model structures, kernel functions, scaling factor, model 
parameters and composition of input vectors. [2] 

To familiarize the concept of Support Vector Machines 
for data mining this paper or tutorial  introduce support 
vector machine and highlight the advantages thereof 
over existing data analysis techniques.[5]   

In its several proposed approach there is an approach to 
select the structure of the RBF networks based on the 
support vectors (SVs) of the support vector machines. In 
this paper, the modeling of the relationship between 
rainfall and river discharges of the Fuji River using the 
SVRBFN is presented. The main advantage of this 
approach is that the structure of the network can be 
obtained objectively, as the SVs of the SVM are obtained 
from the constrained optimization for a given error 
bound. [6] 

Support vector regression is a new regression procedure 
in water resources for predicting suspended sediments 
load in rivers. The method was applied to the stream 
flow and suspended sediments data of two rivers in the 
USA. The estimated suspended sediments values were 
found to be in good agreement with the observed ones. 
The result indicates that this approach may give better 
performance than those described in the literature using 

different methodologies. This study provides the best 
suspended sediments estimates according to the error 
criteria. [7] 

A novel regression approach, termed as the Rough 
Margin Support Vector Regression (RMSVR) network, is 
the approach to adopt the concept of rough sets to 
construct the model obtained by SVR and fine tune it 
with a robust learning algorithm. Simulation results of 
the proposed approach have shown the effectiveness of 
the approximated function in discriminating against 
outliers. [10] 

The purpose of the study of the SVM, is to develop a 
parsimonious model used little operation gage that 
accurately simulates semi-arid regions by using SVM 
models.[11] 

Recommended learning in hydrological prediction 
environment are, firstly, to examine the limitations in 
applying conventional method for evaluating the data 
driven forecasting model performance, and, secondly, to 
present the new performance evaluation methods that 
can be used to evaluate hydrological data-driven 
forecasting model with consistency and objectively. The 
Relative Correlation Coefficient (RCC) is used to 
estimate the forecasting efficiency relative to the naïve 
model in data driven forecasting. [12] 

Support vector machine is a useful tool for 
knowledgeable data discovery. A novel clustering based 
Short Term Load Forecasting (STLF) using support 
vector machine (SVM). The forecasting is performed for 
the 48 half hourly loads of the next day. The data 
considered for forecasting contains 2 years of half hourly 
daily load and daily average temperature. The proposed 
architecture is implemented in Matlab. The result 
obtained from clustering the input patterns and without 
clustering is presented and the results show that the 
clustering based approach is more accurate. [15] 

Time series data analysis is a new approach along with 
weighted support vector machine. Typically nonlinear 
features are introduced through a nonlinear kernel 
function. While these studies propose a new feature 
induction algorithm for SVMs. Specifically, new features 
are induced iteratively. At each step, it weights training 
examples differently according to the outputs of the 
current SVM model. The weighted training examples are 
then used to train a classification model that becomes a 
new feature for the SVM model. [16] 

The accuracy of support vector machines (SVM), which 
are regression procedures, in modeling reference to 
evapotranspiration (ET0). Obtained result comparison 
reveals that the support vector machines could be 
employed successfully in modeling the ET0 process. [17] 
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In this paper four simple dynamic methods and two 
supervised learning techniques including a linear 
regression model, a quadratic regression model, an 
original grey prediction model, a back-propagation 
neural network model, and an epsilon-SVM regression 
model were investigated for the forecasting of flood 
stage one hour ahead for early warning of flooding 
hazards.[18] 

 Li H.P.(2010) et al introduced a modified SVM based 
prediction framework which improves the predictability 
of the inflow using climate data from the prior period. 
[19] 

 Lingras and Butz (2004) presented unique classifier 
techniques with support vector machine and rough set 
theory. This paper shows how the classification obtained 
from a support vector machine can be represented using 
interval or rough sets. Such a formulation is especially 
useful for soft margin classifiers. This proposed scheme 
is useful in practical situations when the feature space 
transformed by an SVM is not linear separable. If the 
dimensionality is increased, it may be possible to obtain 
a linear separable space. The paper describes how the 
hyper plane obtained by the soft margin classifier can be 
used to create a rough set based classification scheme. 
[22] 

 LiongYui-Shie and  S.Chandrasekaran (2002) 
study reveals a novel machine learning and regression 
technique and application of Support Vector Machine as 
a robust forecasting tool has been shown with its 
implementation in the Bangladesh flood stage data. 
SVMs inherent properties give it an edge in overcoming 
some of the major lacunae in the application of ANN. 
[20] 

In this paper Lin Y.J. et al (2006) presented SVM as a 
promising method for hydrological prediction. The SVM 
prediction model is tested using the long term 
observation of discharges of monthly river flow 
discharges in the Manwan Hydropower Scheme. 
Obtained result demonstrates SVM as a very potential 
candidate for the long term discharges. [23] 

Mamat M and Samad A.S. compare the performance of 
Radial Basis Function and Support Vector Regression in 
time series forecasting. Both methods were trained to 
produce one step ahead forecasting on two chaotic time 
series data: Mackey Glass and Set A data. The criterions 
for comparison are based on the coefficient of 
determination (R2) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 
between actual and forecasted output. Results show that 
SVR outperformed RBF significantly on the both data 
sets. [27] 

Misra et al (2009) demonstrated to use Support Vector 
Machines (SVM) to simulate runoff and sediment yield 
from watersheds. They have simulated daily, weekly, 
and monthly runoff and sediment yield from an Indian 
watershed, with monsoon period data, using SVM, a 
relatively new pattern-recognition algorithm. [32] 

 Mountrakis et al (2010) presented a review over remote 
sensing implementations of support vector machines. 
This review is timely due to the exponentially increasing 
number of works published in recent years. Most of the 
findings show that there is empirical evidence to support 
the theoretical formulation and motivation behind 
SVMs. The most important characteristics is SVM’s 
ability to generalize well from a limited amount and 
quality of training data. Compared to alternative 
methods such as BPN, SVM’s can yield comparable 
accuracy using a much smaller training sample size. [33] 

Solomatine P.D. (2002) described the application of the 
artificial neural networks, fuzzy rule-based systems, M5 
model trees, support vector machine, chaos theory to the 
problems of water management and control in this 
research. [40] 

In this paper Shahbazi and Pilpayeh (2012) have 
implemented the concept support vector machine for 
forecasting of river flow downstream through examining 
the data collected from upstream. Results have shown 
that SVM acts well and efficient in preserving the 
monthly and yearly features. [37] 

Torabi M. and Hashemi S. (2012) presented an approach 
to forecast three-day ahead hourly electric energy 
consumption. To exact energy consumption patterns, 
Neural Network and Support Vector Machine are 
adapted in a novel manner. [42] 

Wu et al (2004) apply support vector regression (SVR) 
for travel-time prediction and compare its result to other 
baseline travel time prediction methods using real 
highway traffic data. Results indicated that compared to 
other baseline predictors, the SVR predictor can 
significantly reduce both relative mean errors and root-
mean-squared errors of predicted travel time. [46] 

Yang et al (2009) in this issue used the concept of non- 
stationary and volatile data with localized support 
vector regression model. This model is demonstrated to 
provide a systematic and automatic scheme to adapt the 
margin locally and flexibly, while the margin in the 
standard SVR is fixed globally. Therefore the LSVR can 
tolerate noise adaptively and generate better predictive 
value for financial time series indices. [48] 

Yi D. and Wei C. experiment shows that the fitting value 
which obtains using the return to first would be 
moreprecise than directly. Using this method to food 
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processing forecast, its accuracy is superior to other 
production forecasting method. [49] 

Xian and Zeng presented a two-phase, efficient, and fair 
evaluation method for DRMs (digital right management 
system) basing on SVM. Influence of three difference 
methods and test set number on evaluation result id 
discussed. [47] 

In this paper Yoon H. et al developed two nonlinear time 
series models for predicting ground water level 
fluctuations using artificial neural networks (ANNs) and 
support vector machines (SVMs). The results of the 
model performance show that root mean square value of 
ANN models is lower than those of SVM in model 
training and testing stages. [49] 

2.2  Least Square Support Vector Machine 
Approach 
Classification problems have arisen in many 
applications, attracting many researches to develop 
advanced classifier techniques. A method called Least 
Square Support Vector Machines (LS-SVM) for pattern 
recognition and function estimation has been introduced 
in the framework of statistical learning theory. Since then 
there is a growing interest on this kernel method for its 
interesting features. In this section, a least squares 
version (LS-SVM) is explained. LS-SVM expresses the 
training in terms of solving a set of linear equations 
instead of quadratic programming as for the standard 
SVM case. Iterative training algorithm for LS-SVM based 
on a conjugate gradient method is then applied. 
 Bhagwat P. and Maity R (2013) have been explored 
potential of least square support vector regression model 
in the context of streamflow prediction using 
Hydroclimatic inputs. Four different Hydroclimatic 
variables namely rainfall, maximum temperature, 
minimum temperature and streamflow values of 
previous days are used as input variables. Parameters of 
LS-SVM regularization parameters and RBF kernel 
parameter are estimated based on the model 
performance during calibration period. [2] 
Espinoza M. presented a primal dual formulation of 
Least Square Support Vector Machine. In this study it is 
done by using a sparse approximation of the nonlinear 
mapping induced by the kernel matrix, with the active 
selection of support vectors based on quadratic Renyi 
entropy criteria. The results show that the nonlinear 
regression in primal space improves their accuracy with 
larger values of dataset. [8] 
Hwang H.S. (2012) et al presents a Least Square Support 
vector machine (LS-SVM) approach for forecasting 
nonlinear hydrological time series. This paper is to 
examine the feasibility using LS-SVM in the forecasting 
of nonlinear hydrological time series by comparing it 
with a statistical method such as Multiple Linear 
Regression (MLR) and a heuristic method such as a 

Neural Network using Back-Propagation (NNBP). In the 
experimental results, LS-SVM showed superior 
forecasting accuracies and performances to those of MLR 
and NNBP. [13] 
Samsudin et al (2011) proposes a novel hybrid 
forecasting model known as GLSSVM, which combines 
the group method of data handling (GMDH) and the 
least squares support vector machine (LSSVM). The 
GMDH is used to determine the useful input variables 
which work as the time series forecasting for the LSSVM 
model. The performance of this model was compared 
with the conventional ANN models, ARIMA, GMDH 
and LSSVM models using the long term observations of 
monthly river flow discharge. The result of the 
comparison indicates that the new hybrid model is a 
useful tool and a promising new method for river flow 
forecasting. [35] 
 Shabri A. and Suhartono (2012) investigate the ability of 
least square support vector machine (LSSVM) model to 
improve the accuracy of streamflow forecasting. Cross-
validation and grid-search methods are used to 
automatically determine the LSSVM parameters in the 
forecasting processes. The performance of the LSSVM 
model is compared with the conventional statistical 
models using various statistical measures. The results of 
the comparison indicate that the LSSVM model is a 
useful tool and a promising new method for streamflow 
forecasting. [36] 
Shah Shiloh R.(2005) described the concept and 
characteristics of least squares support vector machines 
and then produced detailed result using Least Square 
Support Vector Regression which shows significant 
improvement over Support Vector Machine (SVM). [38] 
Suykens et al (2001) introduced a unique method which 
can overcome the drawbacks of sparseness and the 
estimation of the support vectors values. They also 
introduce a sparse approximation procedure for 
weighted and un-weighted version of LS-SVM. The 
result showed how to obtain robust estimates within the 
LS-SVM framework in case of outliers and heavy tailed 
non-Gaussian error distributions. [41] 

2.3 Hybrid Model Approach 
A new comprehensive and more refine approach where 
machine learning technique and data mining technique 
are combined together are termed as Hybrid model 
approach for hydrological prediction. Classification and 
regression analysis have been performed in an efficient 
way, leads to a accurate result simulation. In this section, 
hybrid approach is studied through a various research 
papers. 
In this study Botsis D. et al (2011) presented a 
performance comparison between Support vector 
regression and multilayer feed-forward neural network 
models with respect to their forecasting capabilities. The 
two models have been designed to estimate the 
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relationship between rainfall and runoff, which describes 
the most complex phenomenon of hydrological science. 
This relationship is nonlinear and it is suggested that 
nonlinear models like SVR and MFNN may have notable 
advantages in estimating rainfall-runoff mapping. 
Predicted results demonstrate that SVR models have a 
better performance than the ANN models in simulation. 
However both of them have limitations to forecasting 
outside values of runoff and period with low or zero 
values. [3]   
Flint and Flint (2012) proposed an evaluation on the 
environmental impacts of climate change on water 
resources and biological components of the landscape is 
an integral part of hydrologic and ecological 
investigations. The methodology, which includes a 
sequence of rigorous analyses and calculations, is 
intended to reduce the addition of uncertainty to the 
climate data as a result of the downscaling while 
providing the fine scale climate information necessary 
for ecological analyses. [9] 
Ismail et al (2012) proposed a hybrid model based on a 
combination of two methods: Self Organizing Map 
(SOM) and Least Square Support Vector Machine 
(LSSVM) model, referred to as a SOM-LSSVM model for 
river flow forecasting. The hybrid model uses the SOM 
algorithm to cluster the entire dataset into several 
disjointed cluster, where the monthly river flows data 
with the similar input pattern are grouped together from 
a high dimensional input space onto a low dimensional 
output layer. Then an individual LSSVM is applied to 
forecast the river flow. [14] 
Lin F. et al (2013) propose a hybrid model which 
combines locally linear embedding (LLE) algorithm and 
support vector machine to predict the failure of firms 
based on past financial performance data. By making use 
of the LLE algorithm to perform dimension reduction for 
feature extraction, is then utilized as a pre-processor to 
improve business failure prediction capability by SVM. 
[21] 
M.Abbasi (2013) Study proposes a novel method of 
forecasting municipal solid waste (MSW) generation. 
Here support vector machine as an intelligent tool 
combined with partial least square (PLS) as a feature 
selection tool was used to weekly prediction of MSW 
generated. Model performance evaluated and compared 
by statistical indices of Relative Mean Errors, Root Mean 
Squared Errors, Mean Absolute Relative Error and 
coefficient of determination. The result analysis 
indicated that the PLS-SVM model had more robustness 
than SVM and had a lower sensitivity to change of input 
variables. [24] 
Ma Xixia et al (2011) presented a combined hybrid model 
of chaos theory; wavelet and support vector machine 
was built to overcome the limitations including 
challenges in determination of order of nonlinear models 
and low prediction accuracy which the simulated 

accuracy is high in runoff forecasting. Firstly, runoff 
series were decomposed into different frequency runoff 
components in application of wavelet. Secondly, phase 
space was reconstructed in chaotic analysis. Thirdly, 
support vector machine was used to predict each 
component. Finally, all components were combined into 
a model to predict runoff. The results indicated that the 
simulated accuracy and predicted accuracy were for 
more accurate than parallel conventional parallel 
running data mining technique. [25] 
Maity R. and Khasid S.S. (2009) presented an approach 
for monthly streamflow prediction. In this paper using 
the concept of hydroclimatological association rainfall-
runoff relationship over a catchment is explained. 
Keeping various factors which influence the 
streamflow,large scale hydroclimatological data having 
taken into account along with genetic programming 
approach which populates the better offspring as a result 
and shows significant improvement in streamflow 
prediction. [26] 
Mishra et al (2013) presented the analysis based on data 
mining technique in hydrological daily discharge time 
series of the panchratna station in the river Brahmaputra 
under Brahmaputra and Barak Basin Organization in 
India. K-means, Dynamic Time Wraping (DTW), and 
agglomerative hierarchical clustring are used to cluster 
and discover the discharge pattern in terms of the 
modelling. [28,29,30] 
Through this paper Mohammadi K.et al (2006) tried to 
achieve a goal to minimize the error of specific season of 
the year as well as for the complete series. Goal 
programming was used to estimate the ARMA model 
parameters. [31] 
The study of Pandhiani and Shabri (2013) explores the 
least square support vector and wavelet technique 
(WLSSVM) in the monthly stream flow forecasting. This 
is the new hybrid technique. The Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and 
Correlation(R) statistics are used for evaluating the 
accuracy of the WLSSVM and WR models. [34] 
Sivakumar et al (2000) by employing the correlation 
dimension method, provided preliminary evidence of 
the existence of Chaos in the monthly rainfall-runoff 
process at the Gota basin in Sweden. The study analyses 
the monthly rainfall, runoff and runoff coefficient series 
using the nonlinear prediction method, and the presence 
of chaos is investigated through an inverse approach. 
[39] 
Wang et al (2010) presents a SVM model with chaotic 
genetic algorithm (CGA) as a promising method for 
hydrological prediction. The experimental results reveal 
that the SVM model with chaotic genetic algorithms 
results in satisfying predictions. [43] 
Wang W.C. et al (2013) describes an adaptive data 
analysis methodology, ensembles empirical mode 
decomposition (EEMD), for decomposing annual rainfall 
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series in a rainfall-runoff model based on a support 
vector machine (SVM). In addition, the particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) is used to determine free parameters 
of SVM. [44] 
 Wei L.H. and Billings A.S. (2006) proposed the long 
term prediction of non-linear dynamical time series, 
based on multiresolution wavelet models, from 
historically observed data sets is investigated and 
directed prediction approach is introduced. Prediction 
results based on the new direct scheme are compared 
with those from iterative methods and it is shown that 
improved predictions can be obtained using the new 
approach. [45] 
The study by Yu X. (2004) demonstrates a combined 
application of chaos theory and support vector machine 
(SVM) in the analysis of chaotic time series with a very 
large sample data record the various parameters 
inherent in chaos technique to yield the minimum 
prediction error. [51] 

3 PROPOSED APPROACH 
Proposed approach is basically inspired from the 
research work of Pandhiani and Shabri [34] where they 
implemented the concept of Wavelet and least square 
support vector machine i.e. WLSSVM. In our 
methodology we enhanced the available concept using 
the method of identification of chaotic time series which 
ultimately helps in more accurate prediction of 
hydrological rainfall-runoff. By the help of below 
mentioned flow diagram we can get a brief view of our 
methodology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig.1. Flow Diagram of Proposed Approach 

4 EVALUATION AND PERFORMANCE 
ANALYSIS 

4.1  Performance Analysis 
4.1.1 SVM Based Approach 

A large number of techniques have been deployed on or before 
implementation of SVM technique of Data Mining in field of 
hydrological predictions. However it is unambiguously found that 
the performance of prediction using SVM technique is simulating 
more accurate prediction as compared to more general approaches 
of Data Mining such as ANN, Regression Analysis, Fuzzy 
Network, and Genetic Algorithm based approaches. 

4.1.2 LS-SVM Based Approach 

Most of the predictive approaches of hydrological science analyse 
datasets information on the basic parameters as Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE), Absolute Mean Error (AME) and Correlation 
coefficient (R). A more general and accurate approach which 
comparative performed enhanced and better simulation results 
than SVM that is LS-SVM. In LS-SVMs a least squares cost 
function is used and the solution of the binary LS-SVM follows 
from solving a linear Karush-Kuhn-Tucker system instead of a QP 
problem results in more generalized prediction accuracy.  

4.1.3 Hybrid Model Based Approach 

A hybrid approach is the most efficient approach used for 
hydrological prediction and the main difference from other is that 
it combines two or more techniques together. In the above 
discussed section we have studied so many papers and generated a 
detailed view that prediction accuracy is increased if we use 
hybrid techniques. This hybrid formulation is related to a simple 
regression approach to Classification using complex targets. In 
this sense, it is also related to regularization networks and 
Gaussian Processes regression. The use of the bias term in the 
formulation and the primal-dual formulation also allow relating to 
the LS-SVM or SVM classifier to other techniques. 

4.2 EVALUATION ANALYSIS 
Evaluating a real time series based data prediction is a difficult 
task due to several reasons. First, it is difficult to get high quality 
datasets for performing evaluation due to privacy and competitive 
issues. Second, even if real life datasets were available, 
calculation requires an enormous amount of time for human 
expertise. Third, the constant change of real time datasets can not 
only introduce new type of data instances or variables but can also 
change aspects of normal behaviour, thus making useful 
predictions even more difficult. In spite of all these issues, below 
we talk about commonly used evaluation and criteria for 
predictions. 

The evaluation of each approaches for both testing and training 
data are evaluated by using the mean-square error (MSE), mean 
absolute error (MAE), and correlation coefficient (R) which is 
widely implemented for evaluating effective results of time series 
forecasting. MSE, MAE and R are defined as: 

          MSE = 2 

Input time 
series Data 

Identified 
chaotic 
series 

Decompose 
Wavelet in 
two signal 

Sum of effective 
background signal 
(CA) and detailed 
signal (CDt) are 
reconstructed  

Deploy the 
reconstructed signal 
to train predictor 
LSSVM model 

Verify the predicted value 
with model parameter and 
training sample 

Final Predicted 
Forecast          
Results 
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          MAE =  

        R =  

Where  and  are the observed and forecasted values at time t , 
respectively and n is the number of data points. The criteria to 
judge for the best model are relatively small of MAE and MSE in 
the training and testing. Correlation coefficient measures how well 
the flows predicted correlate with the flows observed. R value 
close to the unity indicates a satisfactory result, while a low value 
or close to zero implies an inadequate result.  

5 RESEARCH ISSUES& CHALLENGES 
There are two important qualities that need to be concentrated 
while hydrological predictions: Correctness and performance or 
timeliness. Prediction approaches are very limited in the degree to 
which they can quantify correctness and performance or 
timeliness. Some important research issues in this area listed next: 

Due to the voluminous size of datasets and the constant changing 
of data patterns as well as the presence of noise in data, it is a 
challenging task to build normal prediction behaviour. Further 
research towards finding appropriate machine learning or soft 
computing methods in this regard is necessary. 

Based on our analysis of existing methods, Hybrid model based 
approach has been found to be more effective. These hybrid 
model based methods are highly sensitive to input parameters and 
their simulation prediction are often found to be scenario 
dependent. Therefore, development of a generic hybrid method 
across different scenarios is a challenging issue.  

Due to lack of availability of labelled datasets for training and 
validation of the models, most approaches in many false alarms 
that require attention. Thus, minimization of false alarm is 
challenging issues. 

Several approaches of data mining have been implemented for 
prediction analysis. So it is important issue that everyone must be 
aware about the most accurate method through which accurate 
predictive simulation result achieved. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have examined the state of modern predictive 
approaches. The discussion follows well known criteria for 
prediction based approaches: RMSE, AME, R. Experiments 
demonstrate that for different type’s datasets different approaches 
may be more successful. Research prototypes combining data 
mining and machine learning analysis for prediction have shown 
great promise. Such prediction approaches tend to have lower 
false alarming rates. 
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